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We believe your home is yours and no one
else’s. We believe that personality is the 
most essential element to building a base 
and place that is uniquely yours.

Lucie Kaas has an eye for understated
design that draws its influence from 
multiple sources crossing fashion, music, 
art, pop culture and interiors.

We collaborate selectively with designers,
brands & celebrities whose identities fit our 
value set. We believe in the power of design 
to communicate, inform, and influence our 
decisions and want to create products that 
make you think.

Lucie Kaas was founded in 2012 by Esben & 
Ellora Rasmussen. With the duo’s different 
backgrounds, they believe that though 
physically located in Copenhagen, Lucie 
Kaas could be from anywhere in the world.

Our inspiration
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With MILK, tableware has never been 
more delicious. The material of the 
series, opal glass, is known for its ‘foggy’ 
look, giving it a milk-ish touch, hence 
the name for the collection. The range 
of colours invites to experiment with 
different combinations dictated only by 
creativity and moods.

MILK tableware

MILK
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MILK tableware MILK, tableware



MILK drinking glassMILK cup w. saucer
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Design by Esben Gravlev

The arch that inspires Paipa has 
roots in Roman architecture and is a 
structure that has been admired by 
generations of architects. What would 
seem like a collapsible anatomy is 
defied by the arch and perhaps why it 
seems majestic. The arch has inspired 
many of the world’s best-known 
monuments and is also an element 
present in Samoan architecture, where 
the inspiration for the name Paipa has 
come to life as a direct translation of 
tube in the native language.

Paipa, small blue fog and large blush pink

Paipa



Paipa, large blush pinkPaipa, large almond

1514
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Paipa, large blue fog Paipa, large and small almond
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Fumario vases, orange & pink

Design by Christian Troels

The Fumario series merge geometric 
shapes together with industrial design. 
The series can be used just as it is or as 
small pieces of art for the home.

Fumario
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Fumario vase, orange & pink, with MILK tableware Fumario vase, blue



Fumario vases, pink & dark grey, mint green & petroleum, pistachio & plum, blue,  petroleum & mint green



Kokeshi, O-ren Ishii

Design by Becky Kemp

Sketch.inc by Lucie Kaas is a whimsical 
world inspired by geometric expression, 
Japanese illustration and Nordic 
aesthetics. Some designs are born 
from Becky’s own fantasy, while others 
are caricatured icons from the art, 
music, design and historical world as a 
celebration of cultural personalities.

Sketch.inc 
for Lucie Kaas
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Kokeshi, JackieKokeshi, Coco, Ruth and Audrey
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Kokeshi, Life on MarsKokeshi, George and Andy
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Kokeshi, FridaKokeshi, RUN DMC, DMC, Jam Master and DJ RUN
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Kokeshi, Dot Kokeshi, Jean-Michel Basquiat, Evil Thoughts, White and Black
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Design by Oçum Erdem

In the cross-section of glass, art, 80s 
retro style, and pastels, the Plastic 
Crush collection for Lucie Kaas comes 
to life. The collection is a universe 
of one-of-a-kind art objects for the 
home with opal glass pieces that 
tantalize with their delicious colour 
combinations.

Plastic Crush

Plastic Crush, bubble pink donut with silver blue frosting
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Plastic Crush, champagne donut with lavender frosting Plastic Crush, peach donut with bronze mist frosting
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Plastic Crush, champagne tubePlastic Crush, lavender tube
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VICE lamp, dusty rose screen

Design by Esben Gravlev

VICE combines futuristic and 
sculptural appeal with bold material 
combinations that bring function, art 
and design together.

VICE
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VICE lamp, snow white screenVICE lamp, misty purple screenVICE lamp, dusty rose screen
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Macaroon table lamp, light grey

Design by Christian Troels

The Macaroon lamp series is 
inspired by the French delicacy ‘le 
macaron’. The series gives rooms 
a simple and elegant touch when 
balancing opal glass, a brass ring, 
and ceramic. 

Macaroon



Macaroon table lamp, nude
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Macaroon pendant, light greyMacaroon pendant, dark grey
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Moonbeam table lamp

Design by Lim+Lu

Moonbeam is a tribute to traditional 
Asian lanterns where bamboo and 
paper are replaced with frosted glass 
and metal. The name Moonbeam is 
derived from the atmospheric light 
emitted by the moon. 

Moonbeam
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Moonbeam pendant Moonbeam pendant



 

www.luciekaas.com


